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Building Structures

S1: “ I am building a fence to keep all the
balls inside

T: Why did you choose these blocks for
your structure project ?

S1: “ I liked that they were magnetic and it
had the balls with it and I wanted to create
a fence to keep the balls inside.

T:What are you making with magnet tiles?

S2: “ I am making a 3D mansion”

T: Why did you choose the magnet tiles
for this project?

S2: “ I chose them because I  wanted a
glow in the dark house.”



S3: “ I am making a princess castle for Elsa from
frozen.”

T: What makes your structure a castle?

S3: “The different triangles make the castle
towers.”

T: Why did you both choose the flower blocks ?

S4: “ I liked the shape and I like how they
connected together.”

S5: “I like how pretty and colourful they are”

T: What are you making with them?

S5: “ We are making a fence for the animals.”

S4: “ We made a wide structure instead of a tall
one.

T: Are you happy with your end result?

S4: “Yes we outlined the shape of the desk and
all the animals from the bin will fit in here.



In this learning experience the children worked to make structures using different types
of blocks. Each child chose their block bin and created a structure of their choice. It
gave the children an opportunity to work on constructing and engineering. As an
educator I facilitated by creating  a project that they can work individually on but also
watch their peers and share ideas. With this time of social distancing it has become a
learning curve for both Teachers and students to come up with ideas and activities that
we can work on together but keep our distance.

This activity was one of them. All the children created their own structures working on
the same project, sharing ideas with each other. This project was able to create a sense
of Belonging (HDLH) the children connected as they were working together also it
brought out their Expression ( HDLH) because they were able to use their preferred
materials, problem solve and build on their communication skills.


